
Dear Greenways and Open Space Commission Members,

Since the recent e-bike “study” effort began, Walk Bike Nashville has heard from nearly 100
people about why it is important to them to be able to ride an e-bike on Nashville’s greenways.
Attached you’ll find some of the stories we’ve collected from Nashvillians who have found joy,
happiness, and better health by riding class 1 and class 2 e-bikes on the greenways.

E-bikes are an incredible tool in expanding biking to more people of a wider range of ages and
abilities. From the stories Nashvillians shared with us, we’ve learned that e-bikes are particularly
popular with older riders, newer riders, riders concerned about not being sufficiently fit, parents
riding with kids, people recovering from illness and injury, and people using bikes for
transportation. We’ve learned that e-bikes help more Nashvillians feel comfortable riding bikes,
and they expand the types of trips they can take on their bike by helping them go farther.

We also know that class 1 and class 2 e-bikes are currently ridden by Nashvillians all across the
greenways system, as is allowed by state law. Pedal assist class 1 and class 2 e-bikes operate
like bikes. They are not louder, faster, or bigger than other bikes on the greenways, and they still
require pedaling. The only difference is they make it easier to pedal.

Based on the results of Metro Park’s “study,” our conversations with Nashvillians, and our staff’s
research around policies and best practices from across the country, Walk Bike Nashville does
not believe that any action is necessary by this Commission, the Parks and Recreation Board,
or the Metro Council at this time.

Our existing BCycle stations should reopen and Metro Nashville’s greenway system should
prepare for growth. We hope that Metro Nashville focuses on building a greenway system for
everyone. Let’s work together to solve the education, design, and infrastructure issues so that
our greenways can accommodate the continued innovation in e-bikes and bike share systems.
E-bikes have so many potential benefits for our city and for Nashvillians. E-bikes are mobility
devices, and to exclude e-bike riders from the safest parts of our bicycle network–our
greenways–would be impractical and discriminatory toward those who need our greenways the
most.

Thank you,
Lindsey Ganson
Director of Advocacy & Communications
Walk Bike Nashville


